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Background (Recall: Memory)

• Anything that can store 0s and 1s can be memory.

• Think of a tape! A tape of memory (cells)!

• We are going to simplify the tape on the right 
by looking at blocks of memory. 
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What are pointers? 

• A means to reference memory.

• Pointers have two important pieces of information:

1. The address of some “cell” of memory

2. The type of that entity
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*ptr address: 0x7ff5ed98c4c
type: intLet’s call our sample pointer *ptr

and assume that it is of integer type:



Memory and Pointers
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Let’s construct a C program!
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It’s coding time! J



DEMO of C program
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This is a live demo and discussion!



Clockwise/Spiral Rule
• Start from the name of the variable, move ‘clockwisely’ to the next 

pointer or type. Repeat until the expression ends. 
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const int * vs. int * const
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Why do we care 
about pointers? 

Benefits:

• Flexibility: we can pass by reference (we 
don’t need to replicate the data passed). 

• Power: permits variable-sized data 
structures, allocating more memory as 
needed. 

• Efficiency: reduces overhead and 
increases the execution speed of 
programs (no copying needed J).
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Who needs pointers?

• Those who want a quick means to 
access/manipulate data! 

For example:
• Cryptography
• Data Compression
• Bioinformatics
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Let’s construct another C program!
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It’s coding time, again! J



DEMO of C program #2
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Thanks for listening! J

• I’d like to present some exercises that I believe would make up a 
regular “1-hour” class session before questions.
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This would extend into some active work

Example 1

• Given some sample code fragments, have students show how to 
actually demonstrate the declarations. 

• Given certain declarations, have students draw the clockwise/spiral 
rule and write the backwards reading. 
• Assuming that there was time to reach this in the first class on pointers.
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This would extend into some active work

Example 2

• Have students write a program that allocates an array of integers in 
the main function and passes that array to a function, computing 
something and returning it. 

• Further, extend exercise, by having them illustrate the view of 
memory immediately before and after this function call. 
• This is similar to what they do in CSC-148 and resonates well with students.
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This would extend into some active work

Example 3

• Have them implement a LinkedList, equivalent to that in CSC-148, but 
now with pointers rather than objects.
• Discuss the differences between contiguous memory and fragmented 

memory.

• Further, extend exercise, by having students perform the merging of 
two LinkedList into a third LinkedList ensuring no duplicates are 
added. 
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Thanks for listening! J

• Does anyone have any questions? 
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#pineapples ripen faster upside down



Supplementary Slides
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Let’s look at a simple C program
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Pointer Arithmetic

• You may perform arithmetic operations on a pointer, changing the 
location which it starts to looks at the data. 
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International Telegraph Alphabet No. 2 
(ITA2 Telex Code) aka CCITT No. 2
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